Electronic Access Control Systems (EACS) - Global Strategic Business Report

Description: This report analyzes the worldwide markets for Electronic Access Control Systems (EACS) in US$ Thousand by the following Types: Card-Based EACS (Proximity Cards, Smart Cards, and Legacy Technology Based Cards), Biometrics-Based EACS (Fingerprint, Face Recognition, and Voice Verification, Hand Geometry, and Iris Recognition), Audio and Video-Based EACS, and Keypad-Based EACS. The report provides separate comprehensive analytics for the US, Canada, Japan, Europe, Asia-Pacific, Latin America, and Rest of World.

Annual estimates and forecasts are provided for the period 2014 through 2020. Also, a seven-year historic analysis is provided for these markets. Market data and analytics are derived from primary and secondary research. Company profiles are primarily based on public domain information including company URLs.

The report profiles 336 companies including many key and niche players such as -

3M Cogent
Aditech Ltd.
ADT LLC
Aiphone Co. Ltd.
Allegion Plc
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III. MARKET

1. THE UNITED STATES

A. Market Analysis

Outlook

Market Overview

Table 62: The US Access Control Systems Market by End-Use Segment (2014): Percentage Share Breakdown of Revenues for Banking & Financial Services; Entertainment & Retail; Government Agencies; Hospitals & Educational Centers; Office Buildings; Process & Manufacturing Facilities; Residential Buildings; and Transportation & Logistics (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Enhanced Security Post-Sept 11 Attacks

High Crime Rates

Economic Conditions

Building Codes

Strong Growth Projected for EACS in the Non-Residential Segment

Residential Sector Offers Significant Growth Opportunities

Violations in Computer Networks Affect 90% of Corporations and Government Agencies

Expansion of the Smart Label Market Drives the RFID Market

Growing Concerns over Security of Personal Data Drives Adoption in the Banking Sector

Rising Government Spending on Biometric Technologies Benefits Market Expansion

Table 63: The US Biometrics Market by Technology Type (2014): Percentage Share of Government Spending for Face Identification, Fingerprint Recognition, Iris Scan, Signature Recognition, and Others (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Select Ongoing & Upcoming Government Biometric Systems Programs in the US

Rise in Crime Boosts the “Need” Factor for Fingerprint Identification Technologies

Law Enforcement Applications Offers Huge Market Potential for Fingerprint Identification

Table 64: Forensic Products & Services Market in the US by Product/Service Segment (2014): Percentage Share of Revenues for Analytical, DNA Testing, Fingerprinting, and Others (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Robust Activity in Criminal AFIS Market in North America

Fingerprint Biometrics: Preferred Technology for Blood Centers for Donor IDs

High Profile Crime Events Spurs Demand for EACS in Education Facilities

Smart Cards in the US Universities

Fingerprint Biometrics in School Bus Transportation

Rising Adoption of Card Based EACS & Biometrics at US Airports Drives Market Demand

DHS Tests Implementation of IRIS Biometrics at US Airports

Increasing Popularity of Iris Biometrics in Criminal Profiling Augurs Well for the Market

Healthcare Sector Offers Significant Growth Opportunities for Voice and Iris Biometrics

Hospitals: An Important Growth Area for Iris Biometrics

The United States: A Pioneer in Adoption of Keystroke Dynamics

Product Launches

Strategic Corporate Developments

Select Key Players

B. Market Analytics

Table 65: US Recent Past, Current & Future Market Analysis for Electronic Access Control Systems by Product Segment

Card-Based EACS (Proximity Cards, Smart Cards, and Legacy Technology-Based Cards); Biometrics-Based EACS (Fingerprint, Face Recognition, & Voice Verification; Hand Geometry; and Iris Recognition); Audio & Video-Based EACS; and Keypad-Based EACS Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 66: US Historic Review for Electronic Access Control Systems by Product Segment - Card-Based EACS (Proximity Cards, Smart Cards, and Legacy Technology-Based Cards); Biometrics-Based EACS (Fingerprint, Face Recognition, & Voice Verification; Hand Geometry; and Iris Recognition); Audio & Video-Based EACS; and Keypad-Based EACS Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 67: US 14-Year Perspective for Electronic Access Control Systems by Product Segment - Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Card-Based EACS (Proximity Cards, Smart Cards, and Legacy Technology-Based Cards); Biometrics-Based EACS (Fingerprint, Face Recognition, & Voice Verification; Hand Geometry; and Iris Recognition); Audio & Video-Based EACS; and Keypad-Based EACS Markets for Years 2007, 2015 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

2. CANADA

A. Market Analysis
Outlook
Market Overview
Regulations
Product Launch
Strategic Corporate Developments

B. Market Analytics
Table 68: Canadian Recent Past, Current & Future Market Analysis for Electronic Access Control Systems by Product Segment - Card-Based EACS (Proximity Cards, Smart Cards, and Legacy Technology-Based Cards); Biometrics-Based EACS (Fingerprint, Face Recognition, & Voice Verification; Hand Geometry; and Iris Recognition); Audio & Video-Based EACS; and Keypad-Based EACS Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 69: Canadian Historic Review for Electronic Access Control Systems by Product Segment - Card-Based EACS (Proximity Cards, Smart Cards, and Legacy Technology-Based Cards); Biometrics-Based EACS (Fingerprint, Face Recognition, & Voice Verification; Hand Geometry; and Iris Recognition); Audio & Video-Based EACS; and Keypad-Based EACS Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 70: Canadian 14-Year Perspective for Electronic Access Control Systems by Product Segment - Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Card-Based EACS (Proximity Cards, Smart Cards, and Legacy Technology-Based Cards); Biometrics-Based EACS (Fingerprint, Face Recognition, & Voice Verification; Hand Geometry; and Iris Recognition); Audio & Video-Based EACS; and Keypad-Based EACS Markets for Years 2007, 2015 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

3. JAPAN
A. Market Analysis
Outlook
Japanese Access Control Market Gains Traction
Application of Smart Cards for Access Control to Boost Smart Card Market
Biometrics Find Widespread Adoption in the Banking Sector
Facial Recognition at Airports to Boost Prospects
Product Launches
Aiphone Co. Ltd. - A Key Japanese Player

B. Market Analytics
Table 71: Japanese Recent Past, Current & Future Market Analysis for Electronic Access Control Systems by Product Segment - Card-Based EACS (Proximity Cards, Smart Cards, and Legacy Technology-Based Cards); Biometrics-Based EACS (Fingerprint, Face Recognition, & Voice Verification; Hand Geometry; and Iris Recognition); Audio & Video-Based EACS; and Keypad-Based EACS Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 72: Japanese Historic Review for Electronic Access Control Systems by Product Segment - Card-Based EACS (Proximity Cards, Smart Cards, and Legacy Technology-Based Cards); Biometrics-Based EACS (Fingerprint, Face Recognition, & Voice Verification; Hand Geometry; and Iris Recognition); Audio & Video-Based EACS; and Keypad-Based EACS Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 73: Japanese 14-Year Perspective for Electronic Access Control Systems by Product Segment - Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Card-Based EACS (Proximity Cards, Smart Cards, and Legacy Technology-Based Cards); Biometrics-Based EACS (Fingerprint, Face Recognition, & Voice Verification; Hand Geometry; and Iris Recognition); Audio & Video-Based EACS; and Keypad-Based EACS Markets for Years 2007, 2015 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

4. EUROPE
A. Market Analysis
Outlook
Market Overview
Positive Eurozone Economic Outlook Enthuses the Market
Demand for Card-Based EACS Continue to Rise in Europe
Healthcare Sector: A Major End-Use Segment for Smart Cards
Rising Focus on International Trade Bodes Well for Fingerprint Biometrics

B. Market Analytics
Table 74: European Recent Past, Current & Future Market Analysis for Electronic Access Control Systems by Geographic Region - France, Germany, Italy, UK, Spain, Russia, and Rest of Europe Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 75: European Historic Review for Electronic Access Control Systems by Geographic Region - France, Germany, Italy, UK, Spain, Russia, and Rest of Europe Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales
Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 76: European 14-Year Perspective for Electronic Access Control Systems by Geographic Region - Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for France, Germany, Italy, UK, Spain, Russia, and Rest of Europe Markets for Years 2007, 2015 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 77: European Recent Past, Current & Future Market Analysis for Electronic Access Control Systems by Product Segment - Card-Based EACS (Proximity Cards, Smart Cards, and Legacy Technology-Based Cards); Biometrics-Based EACS (Fingerprint, Face Recognition, & Voice Verification; Hand Geometry; and Iris Recognition); Audio & Video-Based EACS; and Keypad-Based EACS Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 78: European Historic Review for Electronic Access Control Systems by Product Segment - Card-Based EACS (Proximity Cards, Smart Cards, and Legacy Technology-Based Cards); Biometrics-Based EACS (Fingerprint, Face Recognition, & Voice Verification; Hand Geometry; and Iris Recognition); Audio & Video-Based EACS; and Keypad-Based EACS Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 79: European 14-Year Perspective for Electronic Access Control Systems by Product Segment - Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Card-Based EACS (Proximity Cards, Smart Cards, and Legacy Technology-Based Cards); Biometrics-Based EACS (Fingerprint, Face Recognition, & Voice Verification; Hand Geometry; and Iris Recognition); Audio & Video-Based EACS; and Keypad-Based EACS Markets for Years 2007, 2015 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 80: French Recent Past, Current & Future Market Analysis for Electronic Access Control Systems by Product Segment - Card-Based EACS (Proximity Cards, Smart Cards, and Legacy Technology-Based Cards); Biometrics-Based EACS (Fingerprint, Face Recognition, & Voice Verification; Hand Geometry; and Iris Recognition); Audio & Video-Based EACS; and Keypad-Based EACS Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 81: French Historic Review for Electronic Access Control Systems by Product Segment - Card-Based EACS (Proximity Cards, Smart Cards, and Legacy Technology-Based Cards); Biometrics-Based EACS (Fingerprint, Face Recognition, & Voice Verification; Hand Geometry; and Iris Recognition); Audio & Video-Based EACS; and Keypad-Based EACS Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 82: French 14-Year Perspective for Electronic Access Control Systems by Product Segment - Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Card-Based EACS (Proximity Cards, Smart Cards, and Legacy Technology-Based Cards); Biometrics-Based EACS (Fingerprint, Face Recognition, & Voice Verification; Hand Geometry; and Iris Recognition); Audio & Video-Based EACS; and Keypad-Based EACS Markets for Years 2007, 2015 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)


Table 84: German Recent Past, Current & Future Market Analysis for Electronic Access Control Systems by Product Segment - Card-Based EACS (Proximity Cards, Smart Cards, and Legacy Technology-Based Cards); Biometrics-Based EACS (Fingerprint, Face Recognition, & Voice Verification; Hand Geometry; and Iris Recognition); Audio & Video-Based EACS; and Keypad-Based EACS Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 85: German Historic Review for Electronic Access Control Systems by Product Segment - Card-Based EACS (Proximity Cards, Smart Cards, and Legacy Technology-Based Cards); Biometrics-Based EACS (Fingerprint, Face Recognition, & Voice Verification; Hand Geometry; and Iris Recognition); Audio & Video-Based EACS; and Keypad-Based EACS Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 86: German 14-Year Perspective for Electronic Access Control Systems by Product Segment - Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Card-Based EACS (Proximity Cards, Smart Cards, and Legacy Technology-Based Cards); Biometrics-Based EACS (Fingerprint, Face Recognition, & Voice Verification; Hand Geometry; and Iris Recognition); Audio & Video-Based EACS; and Keypad-Based EACS Markets for Years
2007, 2015 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

4c. ITALY

A. Market Analysis

Outlook

Table 87: Leading Players in the Italian Industrial & Commercial Access Control Equipment Market (2014): Percentage Share Breakdown of Revenues for Honeywell International Inc., Kaba Group, Siemens, and Others (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Carta d'Identità Elettronica: The Electronic ID Card

Corporate Development

B. Market Analytics

Table 88: Italian Recent Past, Current & Future Market Analysis for Electronic Access Control Systems by Product Segment - Card-Based EACS (Proximity Cards, Smart Cards, and Legacy Technology-Based Cards); Biometrics-Based EACS (Fingerprint, Face Recognition, & Voice Verification; Hand Geometry; and Iris Recognition); Audio & Video-Based EACS; and Keypad-Based EACS Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 89: Italian Historic Review for Electronic Access Control Systems by Product Segment - Card-Based EACS (Proximity Cards, Smart Cards, and Legacy Technology-Based Cards); Biometrics-Based EACS (Fingerprint, Face Recognition, & Voice Verification; Hand Geometry; and Iris Recognition); Audio & Video-Based EACS; and Keypad-Based EACS Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 90: Italian 14-Year Perspective for Electronic Access Control Systems by Product Segment - Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Card-Based EACS (Proximity Cards, Smart Cards, and Legacy Technology-Based Cards); Biometrics-Based EACS (Fingerprint, Face Recognition, & Voice Verification; Hand Geometry; and Iris Recognition); Audio & Video-Based EACS; and Keypad-Based EACS Markets for Years 2007, 2015 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

4d. THE UNITED KINGDOM

A. Market Analysis

Outlook

Higher Investments in Non-Residential Sector Drive the EACS Market

Rising Government Spending Benefit Fingerprint Biometrics Market

Table 91: The UK Biometrics Market by Technology Type (2014): Percentage Share Breakdown of Government Spending for Face Recognition, Fingerprint Recognition, and Others (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

2011 UK Riots Brings the Spotlight on Facial Recognition

IRIS Biometrics Lose Out to Chip-enabled Biometrics at the UK Airports

Increasing Deployment of Smart Cards in the Healthcare Sector Boosts Demand

Product Launches

Strategic Corporate Developments

Select Key Players

B. Market Analytics

Table 92: UK Recent Past, Current & Future Market Analysis for Electronic Access Control Systems by Product Segment

Card-Based EACS (Proximity Cards, Smart Cards, and Legacy Technology-Based Cards); Biometrics-Based EACS (Fingerprint, Face Recognition, & Voice Verification; Hand Geometry; and Iris Recognition); Audio & Video-Based EACS; and Keypad-Based EACS Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 93: UK Historic Review for Electronic Access Control Systems by Product Segment - Card-Based EACS (Proximity Cards, Smart Cards, and Legacy Technology-Based Cards); Biometrics-Based EACS (Fingerprint, Face Recognition, & Voice Verification; Hand Geometry; and Iris Recognition); Audio & Video-Based EACS; and Keypad-Based EACS Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 94: UK 14-Year Perspective for Electronic Access Control Systems by Product Segment - Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Card-Based EACS (Proximity Cards, Smart Cards, and Legacy Technology-Based Cards); Biometrics-Based EACS (Fingerprint, Face Recognition, & Voice Verification; Hand Geometry; and Iris Recognition); Audio & Video-Based EACS; and Keypad-Based EACS Markets for Years 2007, 2015 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

4e. SPAIN

A. Market Analysis

Outlook

Table 95: Leading Players in the Spanish Industrial & Commercial Access Control Equipment Market (2014): Percentage Share Breakdown of Revenues for Fermax Electronica S.A.U, Gunnebo AB, Honeywell International Inc., Siemens Building Technologies, and Others (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Corporate Development
Fermax Electronica S.A.E - A Spanish Key Player

B. Market Analytics

Table 96: Spanish Recent Past, Current & Future Market Analysis for Electronic Access Control Systems by Product Segment - Card-Based EACS (Proximity Cards, Smart Cards, and Legacy Technology-Based Cards); Biometrics-Based EACS (Fingerprint, Face Recognition, & Voice Verification; Hand Geometry; and Iris Recognition); Audio & Video-Based EACS; and Keypad-Based EACS Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 97: Spanish Historic Review for Electronic Access Control Systems by Product Segment - Card-Based EACS (Proximity Cards, Smart Cards, and Legacy Technology-Based Cards); Biometrics-Based EACS (Fingerprint, Face Recognition, & Voice Verification; Hand Geometry; and Iris Recognition); Audio & Video-Based EACS; and Keypad-Based EACS Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 98: Spanish 14-Year Perspective for Electronic Access Control Systems by Product Segment - Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Card-Based EACS (Proximity Cards, Smart Cards, and Legacy Technology-Based Cards); Biometrics-Based EACS (Fingerprint, Face Recognition, & Voice Verification; Hand Geometry; and Iris Recognition); Audio & Video-Based EACS; and Keypad-Based EACS Markets for Years 2007, 2015 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

4f. RUSSIA

A. Market Analysis

Outlook

Increasing Government Investments Drives Biometrics Market Growth

Table 99: Russian Biometrics Market by Technology Type (2014): Percentage Share Breakdown of Government Spending for Face Recognition, Fingerprint Recognition, Iris Scanning, Signature Recognition, and Others (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Russian Airport Implement Face Recognition System

Electronic Security Systems Market: An Overview

Growing Adoption of Smart Card Technologies for Access Control

B. Market Analytics

Table 100: Russian Recent Past, Current & Future Market Analysis for Electronic Access Control Systems by Product Segment - Card-Based EACS (Proximity Cards, Smart Cards, and Legacy Technology-Based Cards); Biometrics-Based EACS (Fingerprint, Face Recognition, & Voice Verification; Hand Geometry; and Iris Recognition); Audio & Video-Based EACS; and Keypad-Based EACS Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 101: Russian Historic Review for Electronic Access Control Systems by Product Segment - Card-Based EACS (Proximity Cards, Smart Cards, and Legacy Technology-Based Cards); Biometrics-Based EACS (Fingerprint, Face Recognition, & Voice Verification; Hand Geometry; and Iris Recognition); Audio & Video-Based EACS; and Keypad-Based EACS Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 102: Russian 14-Year Perspective for Electronic Access Control Systems by Product Segment - Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Card-Based EACS (Proximity Cards, Smart Cards, and Legacy Technology-Based Cards); Biometrics-Based EACS (Fingerprint, Face Recognition, & Voice Verification; Hand Geometry; and Iris Recognition); Audio & Video-Based EACS; and Keypad-Based EACS Markets for Years 2007, 2015 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

4g. REST OF EUROPE

A. Market Analysis

Outlook

Eastern Europe Offers Tremendous Growth Prospects for Smart Card Technology

Product Launches

Strategic Corporate Developments

Select Key Players

B. Market Analytics

Table 103: Rest of Europe Recent Past, Current & Future Market Analysis for Electronic Access Control Systems by Product Segment - Card-Based EACS (Proximity Cards, Smart Cards, and Legacy Technology-Based Cards); Biometrics-Based EACS (Fingerprint, Face Recognition, & Voice Verification; Hand Geometry; and Iris Recognition); Audio & Video-Based EACS; and Keypad-Based EACS Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 104: Rest of Europe Historic Review for Electronic Access Control Systems by Product Segment - Card-Based EACS (Proximity Cards, Smart Cards, and Legacy Technology-Based Cards); Biometrics-Based EACS (Fingerprint, Face Recognition, & Voice Verification; Hand Geometry; and Iris Recognition); Audio & Video-Based EACS; and Keypad-Based EACS Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 105: Rest of Europe 14-Year Perspective for Electronic Access Control Systems by Product Segment -
Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Card-Based EACS (Proximity Cards, Smart Cards, and Legacy Technology-Based Cards); Biometrics-Based EACS (Fingerprint, Face Recognition, & Voice Verification; Hand Geometry; and Iris Recognition); Audio & Video-Based EACS; and Keypad-Based EACS Markets for Years 2007, 2015 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

5. ASIA-PACIFIC
A. Market Analysis
Outlook
Asia-Pacific: A Potential Laden Market
Expanding Application Areas Augur Well for Cards Based EACS Market
Government-Led Mass Transit Projects Spur Demand for Contactless Technologies
e-Passport and National ID Programs in Several Asian Countries Boost Market Penetration
Resident Identity Card Initiative in China
UIDAI: A Major Biometrics Project in India
Asian Countries to Use Biometrics for Border Control
Review of Select Key Markets
China
Fingerprint Identification Systems Dominates Biometrics Deployments
Financial Institutions Spur Voice Verification Growth
Mobile Applications Steer Demand for Voice Biometrics
Use of Smart Cards on an Upswing in the Chinese Market
India
Table 106: Indian Biometrics Market by Technology Type (2014): Percentage Share Breakdown of Shipments for Fingerprint Recognition, IRIS Scanning, and Others (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 107: Indian Fingerprint Biometrics Market by End-Use Application (2014): Percentage Share Breakdown of Deployments for Attendance, Banking & Financial Transactions, Home Security, and Others (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Massive Market Potential for Facial Recognition Systems in India
Potential Application Areas in India
Passing of Retail FDI Bill to Boost Facial Recognition Market
One of the Fastest Growing Smartcard Markets
Korea
Product Launches
Strategic Corporate Developments
B. Market Analytics
Table 108: Asia-Pacific Recent Past, Current & Future Market Analysis for Electronic Access Control Systems by Geographic Region - China, India, and Rest of Asia-Pacific Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 109: Asia-Pacific Historic Review for Electronic Access Control Systems by Geographic Region - China, India, and Rest of Asia-Pacific Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 110: Asia-Pacific 14-Year Perspective for Electronic Access Control Systems by Geographic Region - Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for China, India, and Rest of Asia-Pacific Markets for Years 2007, 2015 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 111: Asia-Pacific Recent Past, Current & Future Market Analysis for Electronic Access Control Systems by Product Segment - Card-Based EACS (Proximity Cards, Smart Cards, and Legacy Technology-Based Cards); Biometrics-Based EACS (Fingerprint, Face Recognition, & Voice Verification; Hand Geometry; and Iris Recognition); Audio & Video-Based EACS; and Keypad-Based EACS Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 112: Asia-Pacific Historic Review for Electronic Access Control Systems by Product Segment - Card-Based EACS (Proximity Cards, Smart Cards, and Legacy Technology-Based Cards); Biometrics-Based EACS (Fingerprint, Face Recognition, & Voice Verification; Hand Geometry; and Iris Recognition); Audio & Video-Based EACS; and Keypad-Based EACS Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 113: Asia-Pacific 14-Year Perspective for Electronic Access Control Systems by Product Segment - Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Card-Based EACS (Proximity Cards, Smart Cards, and Legacy Technology-Based Cards); Biometrics-Based EACS (Fingerprint, Face Recognition, & Voice Verification; Hand Geometry; and Iris Recognition); Audio & Video-Based EACS; and Keypad-Based EACS Markets for Years 2007, 2015 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

6. LATIN AMERICA
A. Market Analysis
Outlook
Review of Select Key Markets

Brazil
Argentina

B. Market Analytics

Table 114: Latin American Recent Past, Current & Future Market Analysis for Electronic Access Control Systems by Geographic Region - Brazil and Rest of Latin America Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 115: Latin American Historic Review for Electronic Access Control Systems by Geographic Region - Brazil and Rest of Latin America Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 116: Latin American 14-Year Perspective for Electronic Access Control Systems by Geographic Region - Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Brazil and Rest of Latin America Markets for Years 2007, 2015 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 117: Latin American Recent Past, Current & Future Market Analysis for Electronic Access Control Systems by Product Segment - Card-Based EACS (Proximity Cards, Smart Cards, and Legacy Technology-Based Cards); Biometrics-Based EACS (Fingerprint, Face Recognition, & Voice Verification; Hand Geometry; and Iris Recognition); Audio & Video-Based EACS; and Keypad-Based EACS Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 118: Latin American Historic Review for Electronic Access Control Systems by Product Segment - Card-Based EACS (Proximity Cards, Smart Cards, and Legacy Technology-Based Cards); Biometrics-Based EACS (Fingerprint, Face Recognition, & Voice Verification; Hand Geometry; and Iris Recognition); Audio & Video-Based EACS; and Keypad-Based EACS Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 119: Latin American 14-Year Perspective for Electronic Access Control Systems by Product Segment - Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Card-Based EACS (Proximity Cards, Smart Cards, and Legacy Technology-Based Cards); Biometrics-Based EACS (Fingerprint, Face Recognition, & Voice Verification; Hand Geometry; and Iris Recognition); Audio & Video-Based EACS; and Keypad-Based EACS Markets for Years 2007, 2015 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

7. REST OF WORLD

A. Market Analysis

Outlook

Surging Demand for Smart Card Based EACS in the MENA Region Benefit Market Penetration

Review of Select Key Markets

Saudi Arabia: A Major Market for Biometrics in the Middle East

Table 120: Saudi Arabian Biometrics Market by Technology Type (2014): Percentage Share Breakdown of Government Spending for Face Recognition, Fingerprint Recognition, and Others (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 121: Select Saudi Arabian Government Programs Involving Fingerprint Biometrics (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

The United Arab Emirates

UAE Banks on Iris Recognition for Immigration Control

South Africa

Nigeria

Corporate Development

B. Market Analytics

Table 122: Rest of World Recent Past, Current & Future Market Analysis for Electronic Access Control Systems by Product Segment - Card-Based EACS (Proximity Cards, Smart Cards, and Legacy Technology-Based Cards); Biometrics-Based EACS (Fingerprint, Face Recognition, & Voice Verification; Hand Geometry; and Iris Recognition); Audio & Video-Based EACS; and Keypad-Based EACS Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 123: Rest of World Historic Review for Electronic Access Control Systems by Product Segment - Card-Based EACS (Proximity Cards, Smart Cards, and Legacy Technology-Based Cards); Biometrics-Based EACS (Fingerprint, Face Recognition, & Voice Verification; Hand Geometry; and Iris Recognition); Audio & Video-Based EACS; and Keypad-Based EACS Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 124: Rest of World 14-Year Perspective for Electronic Access Control Systems by Product Segment - Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Card-Based EACS (Proximity Cards, Smart Cards, and Legacy Technology-Based Cards); Biometrics-Based EACS (Fingerprint, Face Recognition, & Voice Verification; Hand Geometry; and Iris Recognition); Audio & Video-Based EACS; and Keypad-Based EACS Markets for Years 2007, 2015 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
IV. COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE

Total Companies Profiled: 336 (including Divisions/Subsidiaries - 375)

The United States (132)
Canada (10)
Japan (3)
Europe (157)
- France (14)
- Germany (19)
- The United Kingdom (70)
- Italy (11)
- Spain (7)
- Rest of Europe (36)
Asia-Pacific (Excluding Japan) (55)
Latin America (2)
Africa (8)
Middle East (8)
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